



Built to work where
others can't.
There's always been a need for a
four-wheel drive, cab-over light-duty
truck that can conquer sand, snow,
steep hills, and off-road conditions.
A real truck.
The 127 HP, 11,600 Ib./GVW,
intercooled, turbocharged diesel,
MTTSUBISm FUSO 4WD FG, is
exactly that truck.
A cab-forward design widi
exceptional front and side visibility
lets drivers see over, and around,
snowplows. Up, and down, hilly
terrain. And threatening conditions
that conventional designs hide.
Wheelbase options help maintain
the original design integrity that's
often sacrificed by unnecessary
adaptions.
A durable, reliable chassis, frame,
and suspension system not only
makes the ride smooth. But also
protects tiie truck, the load, and your
investment And, aoceiHs a variety of
body and box cqrtions.
It is a truck thai has survived over
5,000 miles of threatening condi-
tions in the Australian outback to
fmish the 1988 Wynn's Safari Rally
Race when 50% of the entrants
didn't.
MITSUBISHI FUSO 4WD FG













C A L E
August
14 New Hampshire Plant Growers'
Association Summer Meeting.
Pleasant Mew (ireenhouses.
Pittsfield. NH. For information:
Chris Robarge at (603) 862-1074.
1 6 Th e Sew Hampsli ire Landscape
Association Summer Picnic, Gill'ord.
XH. Call (207,) 439-5189.
16-18 Cornish Fair. Town Hall
Road. Cornish. NH. For informa-
tion: (603) 542-4622.
17-18 Belknap Count} 4-H
Fair. Mile Hill Road, Belmont.
NH. For information: (603) 524-
1737.
21-25 Plvmouth State Fair.
Exit 26 off Route 1-95. Plymouth.
NH. For information: (603) 53(>
2308.
21 Vermont Plantsmen's Asso-
ciation Summer Meeting. The
Hildene House in Manchester.
\T. For inlormation: (802) 223-
2944.
22 Griffin Greenhouse Supply Open
House. Tewksburv', Mass. For
information: (508) 851-4346.
28—2 Lancaster Fair. Route 3.
I^ancaster, NH. For information:
(603) 837-2770.
29-2 Hopktnton State Fair
Contoocook Fair Ground,
Contoocook. NH. For information:
(603) 746-3238.
September
6-8 Hillsboro County Agricultural
Fair Route 13. New Boston, NH.
For information: (603) 588-6500.
11-22 Eastern States Exposition.




mation: Sue Lavoie: (413) 737-
2443.
12-22 Rochester Fair. 72 Lafa\'-
ene Street, Rochester, NH. For
information: (603) 332-6585.
21 International Plant Propaga-
tors Society Area Meeting and
Tours. Mainstay Inn. Newport. RI.
F'or information, see "Elsewhere
in the News" or contact Kathleen
Carroll, UMass Cooperative Ex-
tension, .%nherst, MA; (413) 54,5-
0895.
26-29 Deerfield Fair. Route 107,
Deerfield, NH. For information:
(603) 463-7421.
29-3 23rd Agricultural Plastics
Congress ofthe .American Societyfor
Plasticultun . Stouffer Riverview
Plaza Hotel, Mobile, Alabama. For
information; James E. Brown, Depl.
of Horticulture, Auburn University;
(205) 844-4862.
October
12-14 Sandwich Fair. Center
Sandwich. NH. For information:
(603) 284-6865.
25 International Plant Propaga-
tors Society Area Meeting and
Tours. Royal Plaza Trade Center.
Marlborough. MA For informa-
tion, see "Elsewhere in the .News"
or contact Kathleen Carroll,
UMass Cooperative Extension,
.Amherst, MA; (413) 545-0895.
And Looking .Ahead...
Januarv' 7-10. 1992 ERNA
Trade Show. Kiamesha Lake, N^.
April 1 -September 20
Ameriflora '92: International Gar-
den Festival. Columbus. OH.
Design: Joni Dohert>' Design Sr did







ELSEWHERE IN THE NE"\\S
TVVIUGHT MEETING
.At \an Berkum .\urser>
AGRICULTURAL PLASTICS






John Weaver & Cheryl Smith
19
BLACK FOREST NUT^SER'i .)^
G.ARDEN CENTER











.A .New Elm for New Hampshire?
The Plantsman is published in early Feb-
ruan-. .-Xpril. June. .\ugusL October, and
December with copy deadlines being the
.5th ol each prior month. \\"hile camera-
ready is preferred, set-up assistance is
available at a nominal lee. Free classified
advertising is offered as a member ser-
vice. We will carr>' a short message (no
artwork or logos) lor one or two issues of
The Plantsman.
AD SIZE 6x Ix
3 3/8"w X 2 3/8"h S120 S3()
3 3/8"w X 4 7/8"h Sl60 $40
7" w X 2 3/8"h S160 $40
7" w X 4 7/8T1 $250 $50
7" w X 10 "h $400 $100
For further information, please contact
the editor Robert Parker at the UNH Re
search Greenhouses. Durham. NH 08824.
(603)862-2061; or ?0 Box 5. Newfields.
NH 03a56. (603)778-8353.





• Deliver> Service Throughout New England
• Fine Nursery Stock
• Rhode Island Grown Sod deHvered direct
or picked up • Grade **A" used railroad ties
• Pressure treated landscape ties
• Bark mulch & screened loam • Wholesale
Christmas trees, wreaths & supplies
• Masonry supplies • Professional chemicals:
Roundup, Surflan, Treflan, Balan & Team
Distributors of: Permaloc aluminum edging. Edge King Poly edging,
Lebanon fertilizer, Blunks weed mat, Elanco chemical and other
professional specialty products.
U^^ Northeast Nursery, Inc.
Suppling Fine Plant Material & Landscape Supplies
234 Newbury Street, Rt. 1 South
Peabody. MA 01960
(508)535-6550 FAX: (508)535-5247
us Supreme Court Decision





Jji a landmark decision with potential-
ly dramatic implications for the nurs-
ery industry, the United StatesSupreme
Court ruled on June 21, 1991 that local
governments can regulate pesticide
use.
Since the historic 1972 amend-
ments to the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act
(FIFRA), Congress and courts
have generally recognized that the
authority to regiilate pesticide use
rested solely with the federal and
state governments. However, the
US Supreme Court has now ruled
in Wisconsin Public Intervenor v.
Mortier et. al. that FIFRA "no-
where expressly supersedes local
regulation."
Over time, this decision will allow local
cities, towns, counties, etc. to establish
ordinances governing pesticide appli-
cation, notification, sale, record-keep-
ing, storage and/or transportation. The
only authority exclusively retained by
the federal government is the labeling
and packaging of pesticides.
What practical implications will this US
Supreme Court decision have on nursery,
landscapeand qarden centeroperations?
First, nothing will change unless—or
until—your local governments actually
enact pesticide ordinances. Assuming
some do, all nursery, landscape and
retail firms must then keep informed of
all local ordinances (and all subsequent
changes thereto) in all jurisdictions in
which you conduct business. For ex-
ample, growers with farms in differ-
ent counties or towns, landscape firms
with jobs in different cities or service
areas, and garden centers with outlets
in neighboring counties may be requir-
ed to comply with ordinances differing
from one jurisdiction to another.
It is possible that localities may enact
ordinances requiring permits prior to
pesticide applications. Notifications to
neighbors may be imposed when a
nursery farm, landscape site or garden
center is about to apply or has been
treated with pesticides.
Garden centers may see some restric-
tions on the sale of pesticides. It is also
conceivable that restrictions on the
transportation of pesticides—or plants
treated with pesticides—through or
into a town may be imposed. This
might impact the purchase or sale of
plants. In addition to existing federal
and state laws governing record-keep-
ing as well as pesticide storage, addi-
tional ordinancesmay beestablished by
localities.
AAN had joined with other national
trade organizations in filing a court
brief writh the US Supreme Court when
this case was heard on April 24, 1991.
This was in an effort to uphold the sen-
sible tradition and understanding that
only the federal and state governments
could regulate pesticide use. Regretta-
bly, the US Supreme Court viewed the
matter much differently.
There are a couple of options which
AAN is agK^'essively examining with
other national trade associations
whose members are similarly affected.
One is to convince the US Congress
that the practical implications of the
Supreme Court ruling necessitate clear
Congressional clarification that only
the federal and state governments
should regulate pesticide use. This
would require legislative relief—in
effect, passage of a Congressional
bill overturning the Supreme Court's
decision. However, given the current
political environment, overlaid with
the Supreme Court's unanimous 9 to
decision in this case, the prospects
for such success are not immediately
bright. Another potential avenue is
for the state legislatures to intervene
and preempt local pesticide ordinances.
On behalf of the nursery industry,
AAN will aggressively explore all op-
tions in an effort to overturn this poten-
tially havoc-wreaking decision by the
US Supreme Court
Reprinted from AAlN Legislative/
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Jolly Farmer Products
East Lempster, New Hampshire 03605
WHOLESALE SUPPLIERS WHOLESALE GROWERS
Bark Mulch - Hemlock & Mix
Bagged Mulch - Cedar & Pine
Landscape Ties
Cut & Split Firewood
We are here to fulfill your needs....
















"Integrity, quality and reliable service since 1967"
J. B. CARPENTER & SON, INC.
Olde English Greenhouses
220 South Main Street — Newmarket, NH 03857 — (603) 659-3391
"The Geranium Specialists*'
Wholesale Growers
2' j" Geraniums (year-round; Lilies/Bulbs
4" pre-finished Geraniums Azaleas
2' " Ivy Geraniums & Fuchsia Cyclamen
Martha Washington Geraniums Poinsettias
Spring Hanging Baskets Foliage
Hydrangeas





In June, The Division of Forests
and Lands O^H Department of Re-
sources and Economic Develop-
ment) announced the availability of
community grants through the Na-
tional Small Business Administra-
tion (SBA) Tree Planting Program.
$15 million has been appropriated
nationwide for the fiscal year 1991.
One-half of this amount will be al-
located to states and territories on
a per capita basis. Priority in
awarding the other half may be
given to applicants who agree to
contribute more than the minimum
25% of a project's costs.
New Hampshire's share of this ap-
propriation is $54,000. $27,000 is
based on the 25/75 cost sharing
plan; the other half of the amount
is based on a 50/50 sharing plan.
Tree planting must be done on
land owned or controlled by state
or local governments and the work
must be done by small businesses
(businesses employing less than
100 people).
Proposals will be ranked according
to the number of people benefit-
ing, benefits to small businesses
(the more businesses involved, the
better), public involvement (volun-
teers, local organizations), need,
and environmental impact.
Aspects such as site selection and
preparation, the choice of planting
stock, planting methods, and over-
all maintenance must also meet ap-
propriate standards.
Two years ago. Governor and Mrs
Gregg initiated a Task Force on
Community Trees in New Hamp-
shire." This was prior to and sepa-
rate from the National SBA Tree
Planting Program. However, the
national program is using the
structure set up by the governor's
task force as a framework within
which to carry out its own set of
very similar goals. The proposals
for SBA funding are being evalu-
ated by the current Task Force
members.
Mary Reynolds, in charge of imple-
menting New Hampshire's part of
the SBA program, said in early
July that "in the last few days, the
phones have been really wild" and
that several communities were
planning to hand-deliver their pro-
posals on the eighth (the dead-
line). So there is interest.
Dick Gagne of Gem Evergreen in
Hooksett was on the original Task
Force. He's left, citing the amount
of time required (At present, there
may be no representative from the
Plant Growers' Association on the
Task Force), but felt both pro-
grams were very positive for all
nurserymen in the state. (He men-
tioned the Task Force's emphasis
on Arbor Day last year as being
particularly effective.) The larger
nurserymen that have the trees
will get a lot of the business," he
said, "but the money should filter
down to local growers as well."
The deadline for proposal submis-
sion was July 8, 1991. Evaluations
will be done during the summer.
Funding should be available during
the fall. Projects must be com-
pleted by September, 1992.
For more information, contact
Mary Reynolds at (603) 271-2214.
Eagle Mountain Eveigreens
Kirk Wyant recently left his posi-
tion as Farm Manager at Gold Star
Sod Farms and Wholesale Nursery
in Canterbury to begin his own
business. Eagle Mountain Ever-
greens. Kirk will be a wholesale
Christmas wreath supplier.
Kirk has been active in the state
horticulture industry for many
years and with the Plant Growers'
Association (recently stepping
down as president). We wish him
luck in his new enterprise.
His new business address will be
84 Pine Street, Franklin, NH 03235;
telephone (603) 934-6165
lED ADVERT
For Sale. Trout Lily Garden Center and Gift Shop, East Montpelier, Ver-
mont. This business (established in 1987) 'on a busy East-West state high-
way" includes a one-story gift shop, a "new age greenhouse," wood arbor,
potting shed, and tool shed on 3.07 landscaped acres. (An additional seven
acres is available.) Inventory included in asking price of $135,000.
List of assets and financial information available upon request
For information: JHT Corporation, 54 Main Street, PO Box 1453, Montpe-
Uer, VT 05601. Telephone: (802) 229-9300; FAX: (802) 229-1631.
The Plantsman offers free classified advertising as a member service. We will
carry a short message (no artwork or logos) for one or two issues. Please
mail your classified to: Robert Parker, Editor, UNH Research Greenhouses,
Durham. NH 03824.
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In your marketing and
merchandising remember the rule
of "sight/sound motion/noise".
Catch your customers' attention
by displaying merchandise to
appeal to the senses of sight and
sound by creating motion and
noise. For example, if displaying
wind chimes, place near a fan




(from Weekly Market Bulletin,
June 26, 1991.)
Two new members have been con-
firmed by the Executive Council to
membership on the State Agricul-
tural Advisory Board.
Named to represent Strafford
County was Pauline Scuton of
Farmington, co-owner of a large
dairy farm. She succeeds Tina
Sawtelle of Lee.
Representing Cheshire County will
be R. Bruce Smith of Westmor-
land, a fruit grower and co-owner
of a firm that produces pie prod-
ucts for the wholesale and farm
market trade. He replaces Stacey
W. Cole of Swanzey.
Each will serve a five-year term.
Rose Virus
(from Weekly Market Bulletin,
June 19, 1991.)
Tom Durkis, field entomologist in
the NHDA Division of Plant Indus-
try, has been tracking down a seri-
ous viral infection of rose bushes
that he first detected in transplant
stock being offered in New Hamp-
shire stores of a national depart-
ment store chain. (Roses infected
with the virus do poorly when set
out and often die within one year.)
Tom traced the plants to a Penn-
sylvania supplier, but it now ap-
pears that the virus has spread
from rose breeding farms in the
far west. New Hampshire and
Pennsylvania are cooperating to
get diseased plants out of the mar-
ketplace and to assess whether the






m Rhododendron Henrv's Red (1958)'
Rhododendron Shnmp Pink H^hr\ds(1958)'
Rhododendron Agio (1 964)'
Rhododendron Olga Mez\n(1964)'
Rhododendron Weston's Pink Diamond (1964)'
Rhododendron Molly Fordham (1966)'
Rhododendron Milestone ('J972J*
Rhododendron April Snow (1978)'
'A WESTON NURSERIES
INTRODUCTION'
A phrase which stands for the verv best that fifty
years of horticultural innovation and testing can
produce Weston Nurseries is proud to have
developed and introduced these outstanding
plants for the benefit of the American Nurserv
Industry
Azalea Jane Abbott ('J942J'
Azalea VykingfJ 958)'
Azalea Pink and Sweei (1963)'
Azalea Parade (1963)'
Azalea Golden Showers ('i963j'
Azalea Pink Clusters fi972J*
•YEAR HYBRIDIZED
FOR THE FINEST "NEW ENGLAND-GROWN" PLANTS,
VISIT OUR WHOLESALE SALES YARD OR CALL AND ASK
FOR TOM WILHELM, DAVE WALKER OR TOM WILLIAMS.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HELPING YOU.
Since 1923
Weston Nurseries
^-^ r\t l-lntr\Lrinir\rtof Hopkinton
Growing New England's largest variety of landscape-size plants, shrubs, trees and perennials
E. Main St. (Rte. 135). P.O. Be
From Boston 235-3431, Tol
X 186, Hopkinton, MA 01748, Tel. (508) 435-3414
tree in MA, 1-800-322-2002 FAX 508-435-3274 J
C'Tl
POROUS CERAMICS




THE ISO (ees-0-lite) ADVANTAGE
• Upward to 50% water savings
• Remarkable water holding capacity permanently solves drought problem areas.
• Relieves compaction permanently—hard porous granules will not compress.
• Environmentally safe—will not affect soil chemistry.
• Hard ceramic granules—will not break down, shrink or swell in the soil.
• 70% porosity—holds water against gravitational and evaporative loss, but releases it to the root.
• Extremely low C.E.C. (1 .2-1 .9 meg'IOOg)—will not tie up nutrients.
• Low bulk density (.5-.6 g/cc)—improves both water and air permeability.
• Low E.G. (.1-.4 mmhos/cm) helps to eliminate salts.
For Information on ISO[ CALL: Bob Brennan
BRENNAN SALES, INC.














ELSEWHERE IN THE NEWS
International Plant
Propagators Society Holds
Area Meetings and Tours
The Liniversity of Massachusetts
Cooperative Extension in coopera-
tion with the International Plant
Propagators Society will host two
educational meetings which will in-
clude tours of distinguished area
nurseries.
On September 21, 1991, at the
Mainstay Inn in Newport, Rhode
Island, attendees will leani about
New Plant Introductions, New
Crops for Tissue Culture, Field
Propagation of Day Lilies, Iris, and
Lilacs, Evaluation of New Rho-
dodendrons, and Rooting of Rho-
dodendrons. P"eatured speakers in-
clude Dr. Gary Roller. Assistant
Director of Harvard University's
Arnold Arboretum, Dr. Mark
Brand, Nursery Specialist from the
University of Connecticut, and Dr.
John McGuire, Professor Emeritus
from the University of Rhode Is-
land, as well as prominent area
nurserymen. The educational ses-
sion will be followed by tours of
Hoogendoon Nursery and Rhode
Island Nurserv'.
On October 25, 1991, at the Royal
Plaza Trade Center in Marlbor-
ough, Massachusetts, attendees
will learn about Propagation of
Wetland Ornamentals, Perennial
and Alpine Plant Propagation,
Micropropagation, Field Grafting of
Conifers as well as an Overview of
Kalmia latifolia. Featured Speak-
ers include Dr. Richard Jaynes of
Broken Arrow Nursery in Con-
necticut, Jack Alexander of Har-
vard University's Arnold Arbore-
tum, Clayton Fuller. President of
the Eastern Region of the IPPS
and Chief Propagator for Bigelow
Nurseries, and Michael Dodge of
White Flower Farm, as well as
other prominent area nurserymen.
Following the educational session,
the group will tour Tower Hill
Botanic Garden, home of the
Worcester County Horticultural So-
ciety, Bigelow Nursery and Weston
Nurserv'. The day-long event will
culminate in a dinner and "ques-
tion box" session at Weston Nurs-
ery.
For registration information con-
tact Kathleen Carroll, University
of Massachusetts Cooperative Ex-
tension, French Hall, University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, mA
01003, telephone (413) .545-0895.
Postal Service to Stop
Selling Flowers
(from GrowerTalks, June, 1991.)
The FTD Government Affairs Of-
fice has obtained written confirma-
tion from the US Postal Service
that it will terminate the Eagle Ex-
press Flowers program. The pro-
gram allowed the postal service to
use government money to adver-
tise and promote flower sales
through an 800 number. FTD, ad-
dressing members' concerns about
Eagle Express, lobbied the Post
Master General's Office for two
years to stop the program.
I-TD members also told congres-
sional representatives it wasn't ap-
propriate for the postal service to
use tax dollars collected from pri-
vate small businesses to promote
the program because it competed
against their businesses. Advertise-
ments dislayed in local post offices
said flowers could be purchased
from a California grower and deliv-
ered by the postal service any-




I^irple" has been designated the
Perennial Plant-of-the-Year by the
Perennial Plant Association. This
plant was chosen because of its or-
namental effect, adaptability, and
ease of production. Homeowners
should be able to obtain this selec-
tion through their local garden
centers.
The Perennial Plant Association is
a national and international profes-
sional association started in 1983.
One of its goals is to disseminate
information to the public about the
use and care of perennials.
Color or black-and-white photos
of "Palace Purple" may be obtained
by contacting the Perennial
Plant Association, 3383 Schirt-
zinger Road, Hilliard, Ohio 43026;
phone: 614-771-8431; Fax: 617-876-
5238.
Yellow Poinsettias...
(from Greenhouse Manager, July.
1991.)
'I^mon Drop' poinsettias grown for
spring at North Carolina University
flowered beautifully, but got a
lukewarm reception from consum-
ers.
Roy Larson, professor of horticul-
ture at NCSU at Raleigh, said he
grew the crop after an interior-
scaper asked if 'Lemon Drop'
could be grown for spring color.
This spring I^rson placed plants
for sale at one retail greenhouse/
garden center/nursery and at a su-
permarket chain outlet well-known
for its floral department. "In the
first week, one store sold five, one
sold three. There just wasn't a big
demand."
"We didn't go to the interior-
scapers with it," Larson said, "and
that's our mistake. If they (the
consumers) had seen them in the
mall, they might think it's a trendy
thing to do and go ahead and buy
them."
...and African Violets
(from Nursery Retailer. May, 1991.)
With the recent introduction of the
world's first yellow African violet
by Nolan Blansit, a plant breeder,
and a crop mass-produced by
Green Circle Growers of Oberlin,
Ohio, many are predicting African
violet sales to soar. Some are ex-
pecting sales to double or triple in
a short period of time.
Cornell Crop Guidelines
on Computer
(from Greenhouse Manager, July,
1991.)
Recommendations and guidelines
for greenhouse crops from Cornell
Cooperative Extension are now-
available by computer.
Operations equipped with a com-
puter, modem communications
software, and a telephone can
hook up with CENET, an elec-
tronic communications system that
will provide Cornell know-how via
computer. Cost is $50 per year.
The recommendations are updated
August/September 1991 9
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constantly and will supersede 1991
recommendations already in print.
For more: Ralph N. Freeman.
Cornell Cooperative Extension
Center, 246 Griffing Avenue
Riverhead, NY 11901; telephone;
(516) 727-7877 fax: (516) 727-7130.
Retail Sales Up
B. Butterfield, iMwn & Garden
Marketing, March, 1991.
(From New Horizons, June, 1991—
a publication of the AAN Horticul-
tural Research Institute.)
According to the National Garden-
ing Survey conducted for the Na-
tional Gardening Association by
the Gallop Organization, lawn and
garden retail sales totalled $20.7
billion in 1990 compared with
$16.3 billion in 1989. This repre-
sents about a 27% increase. The
survey indicated that 75 million
U.S. households participated in one
or more types of indoor and out-
door lawn and garden activities in
1990—a 5% increase over 1989.
Two of several categories of infor-
mation indicated that 29 million
households did landscaping in
1990, spending an average of $179
on "do-it-yourself landscaping.
This compares with $167 in the
year before. Consumer sales were
$3.8 billion, compared with $2.6
billion in 1989. In addition, garden
center/retail nursery outlets con-
tinue to lead all other types. A to-
tal of 38 million customers said
they bought products at these out-
lets—a 9% increase over 1989.
Additional information is available
from: NGA, 180 IHynn Avenue,





High Quality Reasonable Prices
Over 100 selections for Christmas trees, ornamentals, windbreaks, timber, soil conservation, wildlife cover.
Free Catalog: Carino Nurseries Box 538, Depl. CC, Indiana, Pensylvania 1.5701
PHONE: 412-463-3350 or 463-7480
HARRY STOLLER & CO., Inc.
109-113 Essex St., Haverhill, Mass. 01830, (508) 373-6838, (800) 322-0332
We cater to the small and medium size nursery in any quantity desired:
1. New heavy grade domestic burlap sqs.
untreated & no-rot-treated
2. Open burlap bags
3. New windbreak burlap
4. Balling bags
5. Wire baskets
6. Flat-folded burlap basket liners
7. Truck covers
8. Sisal twine & poly twine
9. Woven polypropylene sqs.
35 Portt^d St., East Rochester, NH 03867 • (603) 332-7388 • 332-0127 • 332-$7:^
B & B CONTAINER AND BARE ROOT GROWN: TREES • EVERGREENS - SHRUBS -
SMALL FRUITS • FRUIT TREES - ROSES AZALEAS • RHODODENDRONS
ANNUALS • PERENNIALS • GERANIUMS • 10" FALL MUMS
NURSERY CARTS • TRACKING TRAILERS




WHOLESALE HORTICULTURAL DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
U.S. Route 5 • White River Junction, VT 05001
16 Pinkham Road West • Barrington, NH 03825
SERVING THE PROFESSIONAL
WITH ABOVE GROUND PLANT MATERIAL
Distributors in the following lines:
• Lofts Seeds • Birchmeier Sprayers
• DeWitt Weed Barrier
• Corona Hand Tools
• Earthway Spreaders
Lebanon Turf Fertilizers
Mulch <t Grow Hydroseeding Fiber
Nursery & Landscape Supplieslies >
Contact:
^^:^'
Jim Babb, Mgr. • White River Junction, VT • (802) 295-2117
Bruce Fuller, Mgr. • Barrington, NH • (603) 868-7172 _-i
GOOD SERVICE • DEPENDABLE QUALITY • CONVENIENT LOCATION
Hardy Northern-Grown Planting Stock
A Partial Listing
BARE-ROOT STOCK


















Exhibits • Speakers For Pest Credits
New Products • Prizes • Refreshments • Discounts
Held Every Other Year • 1 989 Attendance over 1 000
GRIFFIN GREENHOUSE & NURSERY SUPPLIES1619 MAIN ST • RT. 38 TEWKSBURY, MA. 01876-0036
FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE 1-508-851-4346










at Van Berkum Nursery in Deerfield
0,'n September 11, 1991, Leslie
and Peter Van Berkum will host a
twilight meeting at Van Berkum
Nursery in Deerfield for members
of the Plant Growers' Association
and their guests.
Van Berkum Nursery specializes in
"low maintenance perennials for
massing, shade plants and plants
with interesting foliage." It is, as
Peter says, a "container nursery in
the woods." Seventy thousand con-
tainerized perennials are grown un-
der the pines.
It's in its fifth selling year and its
second year in Deerfield.
The Van Berkums looked for over
a year for a location (the nursery
began in Chester) with trees to
provide shade and with a brook or
marsh promising access to plenty
of water. The trees worked out
fine, but the marsh didn't—a well
had to be dug.
What will you see at Van Berkum
Nursery in September? For one
thing, the building of a 19x96
greenhouse and a 26x40 two-story
barn will be in its early stages.
The greenhouse will be for grow-
ing cuttings in winter. Peter and
Leslie propagate 60-70% of the
plants they sell themselves.
The barn will contain an efficiently
designed potting area—automated,
incorporating things like a soil
hopper. It will be set up to handle
60 cu.' bulk bags of soil. And the
office will be moved from the
house to the barn. With three
small children, Peter and Leslie
need the extra space and want to
keep the business more separate
from their family life. (In June the
site had been chosen and Peter
and Leslie were busy with de-
signs.)
Van Berkum is busy through Octo-
ber, so there will be lots of plant
material to see as well—over 250
varieties are grown. Sweet Wood-
ruff is a best-seller, but there are
twenty-five other groundcovers.
Unusual perennials include a
bronzepurple leaf cimicifuga (ram-
osa "Atropurpurea") , three types of
Solomon's Seal, and three types of
Rodgersia. Some of the day lilies
(29 varieties) and hosta (30 variet-
ies) grown will still be blossoming.
The meeting will start at 5 P.M. A
walking lecture by Peter from 5:30
to 6:30 will cover new varieties,
ways to improve perennial shelf
life at your greenhouse/garden
center, and over-wintering tips.
He's successfully propagated a
wide range of unusual material, so
bring your questions. He'll be glad
to answer them. The meeting will
end around 7.
See you there.
(A reminder with more information
and a map will be sent to all mem-
bers in August. If you have ques-
tions, feel free to call Peter and





For twelve years. Pleasant
View Gardens has built a reputation
for quality, service and reliability. Our aops
are healthy and hearty because they're grown in
an optimum environment, and our newly expanded green- ^
house area of 4 aaes enables us to provide greater
availability and more vaneties. Contact us today about:
foliage aops
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New England s fastest growinj^ wholesaler'
RFD 3. Box 3701. Pinsfield. NH 03263
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AGRICULTURAL PLASTICS
How Do We Dispose ofThem?
Bruce A. Marriott
-ixs the use of agricultural plastics
continues to increase, it becomes
more and more important to look
at how these materials will
ultimately be disposed. Too often
used plastic has been piled
somewhere on the back forty
where it begins to breakdown and
blow around. In other cases, users
have attempted to dispose of it
through conventional waste dis-
posal techniques and found that it
can no longer be taken to the
town dump. How the public per-
ceives our disposal methods is also
important and there is a growing
interest in having more waste
products recycled.
Can horticultural plastics be
recycled?
Yes, they can be recycled—but
there are limitations. The plastics
with the most potential for
recycling include nursery con-
tainers, plastic pots, greenhouse
film, and possibly trickle irrigation
tubing. Is the disposal of these
materials a problem? Well, only
your local grower knows for sure,
but a recent survey of 600 growers
in nine states conducted by the
Eastern Regional Nurserymen's
Association came to the conclusion
that pots were not a problem, but
sheet poly definitely was.
What's happening in
New England?
There are currently several com-
panies in New England that are
willing to buy recycled greenhouse
film. They do need significant
quantities, however, and this pre-
sents a problem for small growers.
They also prefer the material
baled. Mulch films are not being
commercially recycled at this time,
because they are contaminated
with soil and plant debris. This
contamination can be as much as
65 percent of the weight and
makes recycling unfeasible.
The American Society for
Plasticulture (formerly National
Agricultural Plastics Association)
and the Eastern Regional Nur-
serymen's Association both have
committees looking at the issues
of plastic disposal and recycling.
This activity will probably result in
more opportunities for growers in
the future. It may be that dis-
tributors will need to play a role
by providing recovery points or
collection centers for used poly.
John Bartok, an agricultural
engineer at UConn, has been
working with a large nursery in
Granby, Connecticut, to develop a
technique for preparing green-
house covers for recycling. This
nursery has 250 acres of over-
wintering structures. They slit the
plastic along the attachments, then
about every 100 feet along the
houses. These strips of film are
then fed into a hay baler. The
resuking 50-60 pound bales are
then loaded onto a box trailer
which can hold about 35,000
pounds. These trailer loads are
then marketed through a dealer in
Massachusetts that ships the plas-
tic to China. Prices for clean, baled
greenhouse film are currently
about 2 to 6 cents per pound.
Can we recycle in
New Hampshire?
Since the horticultural industry in
New Hampshire is much smaller,
the logistics of marketing used
horticultural plastic for recycling is
not in place at this time. It might
not be too difficult, however, for
our New Hampshire growers to
borrow a baler from a neighboring
farmer. If enough growers were
interested, it might make sense to
try and coordinate a truck load.
UNH Cooperative Extension is
interested in exploring this
possibility with some growers. If
you have an interest, contact me
or one of our Extension Educators
and we'll see if we can get a group
together to look at the
possibilities.
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What other disposal options
exist?
Incineration is a common method
of disposal in some parts of the
country and it appears to be an
option for some areas of New
Hampshire. There are currently
three waste-to-energy plants lo-
cated in Durham, Penacook and
Claremont. These incinerators
burn waste to produce steam for
heating or electrical generation.
Although these plants could re-
cover some of the energy in the
plastic, there is a cost or "tippin
fee" involved.
A few towns still allow residents to
place bulky waste in existing
landfills. This might be the
cheapest disposal option where
available. In the more urbanizing
areas, the easiest method might be
to contract with a waste disposal
firm which would charge you to
take it to an approved landfill or
incinerator.
John Bartok tells me that some
smaller growers in Connecticut are
cutting their used plastic film into
smaller pieces and giving it away
to retail customers who use it in
their gardens. While this option
does not solve the ultimate dis-
posal problem, at least the film is
being used to its maximum.
Each user of agricultural plastics
has an obligation to see that this
material is ultimately disposed of
in a responsible and legal manner.
Responsible action can head off
unreasonable regulations in the
future and maintain the good
public perception that this industry
currently has.
Bruce A. Marriott is Program
Leader, Agricultural Resources,
UNH Cooperative Extension. He's
at Taylor Hall. UNH, Durham, NH
03824. Until last April, he was
Extension Educator, Belknap
County, and Team Leader for the
Solid Waste Issue, UNH
Cooperative Extension. He can be
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A New Disease in New Hampshire
John Weaver & Cheryl Smith
T.he native flowering dog-
wood, Cornus florida, is a
popular ornamental tree that
thrives well in the warmer
areas of New Hampshire.
The southern part of the
state is included in the
northern transitional zone,
where patches of dogwoods
occur sporadically, usually on
south-facing slopes. One of
the northern most stands
occurs in the Barrington-
Rochester area. However, our
native and ornamental dog-
woods are threatened by a
new fungal disease. Dogwood
Anthracnose (also known as
Discula anthracnose). The
first cases of Dogwood An-
thracnose in New Hampshire
were confirmed recently at
the University of New Hamp-
shire's Plant Disease Diag-
nostic Clinic.
In the late 1970's, unusually high
dieback of native flowering dog-
wood, Cornus florida, was observed
in parts of western Connecticut
and southern New York. The
disease agent Discula sp. was
isolated from dogwoods showing
similar symptoms in both the
eastern Cornus florida, and the
western Cornus nuttallii. In the
East, the disease spread to include
most of Connecticut and New
Jersey, southern New York,
eastern Pennsylvania, northern
Delaware and northeastern
Maryland, with isolated incidences
in Massachusetts, Virginia and
West Virginia. The reason for the
simultaneous outbreaks of the
disease in the East and the West
is uncertain. One theory holds that
since periods of prolonged rainfall
and cool wet springs are conducive
to the disease, recent shifts
favoring these climatic patterns
might account for the outbreaks in
both geographic areas. The second
theory is that dogwood
anthracnose may be a new exotic
disease of unknown origin.
Whatever, the future spread of the
disease is being monitored in the
Illustration by John Weaver
Severely diseased dogwood
with only active branches
in the top of the crown and
water sprouts around the trunk.
Trees with this level of dieback
probably cannot be saved
Northeast by the CAPS
(Cooperative Agriculture Pest
Survey), a informative program of
the USDA.
Symptoms
Leaf dieback first occurs in the
lower crown and works up the
tree. Leaves develop tan spots with
purple borders or tan blotches
which often expand, killing the
entire leaf. The white bracts of
flowers may also become spotted if
rainfall is overly abundant in the
spring. Infection moves from the
leaves to the twigs, and cankers
develop from leaf nodes and cause
twig dieback. Dead twigs appear
tan and are often covered with
black (pin-point) fruiting bodies of
the fungus (called conidiomata)
and in wet weather, the
conidiomata produce masses of
orange spores. Water sprouts
(succulent shoots) may develop on
the trunk as a result of twig
dieback. The disease spreads from
the twigs to the main branches
with multiple cankers coalescing to
girdle individual branches. If
unchecked, the entire tree may die
in ty/o to three years.
Control
Early detection of the disease
is important, because trees
with extensive dieback and
only a few active branches
cannot be saved and should
be removed. (To obtain lab
confirmation from the UNH
Plant Diagnostic Disease Clin-
ic on presence/absence of the
disease, you should submit
twig and leaf samples in a
sealed plastic bag.) If a tree
shows only initial signs of the
disease, i.e. leaf spots and
twig canker, pruning and
fungicides can save it. In the
spring, apply fungicide sprays
to protect new leaves and
shoots, starting at bud break
and repeat every 10-14 days
until the leaves are fully open.
Spray again in the fall when
leaves start to turn color. High
nitrogen fertilizers that pro-
duce lush succulent shoots
with greater susceptibility to the
fungus should be avoided. During
the summer, remove all water
sprouts that may develop around
the base. See that trees get
sufficient water during summer
droughts. However, it is important
to water trees at the bottoms only,
so that leaves and twigs remain
dry. Place nursery stock in well
ventilated areas, where they may
dry quickly if they should happen
to get wet. In the fall, rake and
remove fallen leaves. Also, remove
all dead twigs and leaves attached
to the tree.
Kousa dogwood, Cornus kousa, is
resistant to Discula anthracnose
and is recommended for nursery
stock and replacement of dog-
woods that have been killed by
the fungus. Another possible sub-
stitute is Cornelian cherry, Cornus
mas.
John Weaver is Survey Entomologist
for the Entomology Department at
UNH: and Cheryl Smith is a Plant
Pathologist at the Plant Disease
Diagnostic Clinic at UNH. For more
information call John at (603) 862-
1737 or Cheryl at 862-3841. **
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ROUTE 3, BOSCAWEN, NH 796-2756 or 800-924-2756
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
WHOLESALE SPECIALS




RHODODENDRONS FOR NATURALIZING. NH GROWN
2-4' $10.00-$20.00








week-old wood duck. "My wife saw
a hawk get its mother. She saw it
fly over the nursery—and then
these baby ducks ran right in front
of the counter. Some ran into the
road; some ran into the woods;
some ran into the machinery yard
next door. They were running all
over the place—she finally decided
she should catch some, but this is
the only one she got."
We were at the Garden Center
part of Bob Towle's Black Forest
Nursery & Garden Center on
Route Three in Boscawen. Before
Interstate 93 was built, 3 was the
main road north—to Franklin,
Laconia—out of Concord. It's
quieter now, but there's still plenty
of traffic and whenever customers
stopped. Woody (the wood duck)
went back into his box and I
looked around.
The retail area is about a quarter
acre—120 x 60—defined by a
fence of 2x6's split in half and
painted red. Customers park on an
area of crushed rock in front and
enter through a 30x50 plywood-
roofed structure open on three
sides. Fertilizers and clay pots fill
shelves on the one wall. There
are bird baths and bark mulch and
peat moss for sale.
The business was part-time until
1986.
Bob says the business began when
he and his wife Nancy bought a
house on a bare lot in Bosawen
ten years ago. When they went to
landscape the place, they were
amazed at the prices. "Hey, this is
going to cost us a fortune," Bob
thought, but he bought a few exfra
plants—mugo pine, taxus capitata
—and stuck them in the back
yard. He worked for the phone
company then and wasn't planning
to run a nursery full-time. But after
three years, a neighbor thought
the taxus looked pretty good and
asked if he could buy one. Then
someone else asked and someone
else.
At first. Bob sold—at this same
location on Route 3 (which he
leases)—from the back of a truck
from the end of April through mid-
June. He owned two small fields
—
totalling an acre—on the Mer-
rimack in Boscawen and continued
to plant a few things each year
fifty of this, fifty of that. (He now
owns or leases six acres in
Franklin as well.)
After doing this for three years.
He put up the structure. When the
business was part-time, the roof
was tarp and the structure was
portable. It bolted together and
could be put up in a day. It went
up in early spring and came down
in October. Nancy ran the stand
during the day while Bob worked
a five-day week at the phone
company and in the fields after
work and on weekends.
In 1986, the phone company
announced plans to reduce the
Concord office. He could leave or
be transferred. By now, he was
working forty hours a week at the
nursery. He didn't want two full-
time jobs. He decided to run Black
Forest. After the decision was
made, he says he didn't do much
differently: "rather than plant fifty
of something, I'd plant four
hundred."
So in 1989. after twenty years, he
left the phone company. For the
last two years, he's worked at
Black Forest full-time.
The tiny duck slept in his hand as
he talked.
Bob grew up in Concord on his
grandfather's farm. It was a "typ-
ical old-time farm"—eighty rocky
acres with a couple cows, geese,
chickens, goats. There was a
vegetable garden and blackber-
ries, raspberries, strawberries. His
grandfather supplied berries to
several stores in the area. Per-
haps the memory of this farm was
a factor in Bob's decision.
Today, the Black Forest Garden
Center is open seven days a week
from mid-April through October.
From Thanksgiving through the
Christmas season, it reopens
to sell Christmas trees and
decorations.
It's a straight-forward operation.
Bob has a drip irrigation system in
his fields and an old B-275 diesel
tractor onto which he can hook a
loading bucket or a rototiller, but
a lot of the work is done by
hand. Planting is done in the
spring and fall; the plants are hand
dug. Spraying is minimal—he
doesn't spray until he needs to.
During the summer, his son
David—who graduated from high
school this June—and two high
school students, Nathan and Glenn
Palmer, work with him, filling
orders and keeping the fields in
shape. His fifteen-year-old daughter
Susie does the books. Nancy runs
the stand.
Black Forest's specialties are rhod-
odendrons—the small-leaf PJM,
Olga, Ramapo; Exbury azaleas;
mugo pine; yews. Some of the
pine—among the first things he
planted—now have diameters of 6-
7 feet, which makes them ex-
cellent landscaping specimens.
There are other things: 20 vari-
eties of crab apple ("very hardy; a
pretty littie tree that grows well up
here"), 10 of lilac, 13 of juniper,
and 8 of maple, plus a wide range
of other trees and shrubs. Be-
cause Bob has planted some each
year, standard shrubs like burning
bush, forsythia, and spirea come in
a number of sizes.
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He tries growing a lot of different
material; things that don't do well
(flowering dogwoods, magnolias,
and evergreen azaleas were some
that came to mind) are eliminated.
He still may sell them (he buys in
about 30% of his stock), but he's
apt to teO a customer about his
own experiences and offers no
guarantee.
He also buys in perennials, but
this year he planted a few (sedums
and dayliiies) himself and hopes to
grow more each year. He feels
there's still a strong market for
them: last year, his supplier
convinced him to buy in 900
—
Bob thought he was crazy to do
so
—
but they were sold in three
weeks.
Growth has been steady since he
began, averaging around 30?.. a
year. Last year was the only off-
year—only a 2'- increase and a lot
of material needing to be gonen
rid of ("we had a lot of mid-
summer sales"), but this year has
been good. Fewer landscapers are
buying, but more home-owners
are. ("People figure they're not
going to sell the place, so they
might as well make it look nice.")
But Bob feels that he's at the
maximum sales capacity of the
retail center and is looking for
other ways to market what he
grows. This year he sold to five
smaller retailers—and felt "it
worked out about the wa\' 1 ex
pected." So he may look for other
wholesale markets—or open anoth
er retail stand. (".Another location
south of here—between Concord
and Manchester—is in the back of
my mind.") He feels the fact that
his plants have already been
growing well in the area is a
strong selling point—and the low
overhead keeps his prices at a
reasonable level.
And while he's thinking things
over, he's taking courses at
Easy-to-Grow Everlastings
(from GrowerTalks, June 1991.)
Many common annuals and perennials are easy lor home gardeners lo grow and
dry themselves. Offer plugs or divisions of tfiese plants and promote them witli
tie-ins. such as dried wreaths, bouquets, flower presses and wire frames. Garden
centers and local colleges often hold well-attended classes in preserving and
arranging everlastings. Try some of these everlastings with your customers. And
don't forget the newly popular ornamental grasses. Check with your seed suppliers
lor availabilit>'
FLOWER COLOR
range of pinks & whites
wide range of colors & forms
pink, purple, white, red
white or rose
red, purple, pink, white, yellow
white, blue. pink, purple, ros(-
rose, blue, white
white, yellow^ apricot, blue, purple, rose
pink






























Statice tatarica (German Statice) silverv' white
GRASSES
Avena saliva (Oats): Briza maxima, B. media. B minor (Quaking grass); Hordeum
vulgare (Barley); Lagarus ovatus (Hare's tail grass); Pampas Grass; Pennisetum
species (Fountain grass or Feathertop), Phalaris Cananensis (Canar>' grass);
Setaria italica (Foxtail millet); Triticum aestivum (WTieat)
To promote research and education efforts on behalf of dried flowers, the
Intemational Freeze-Dry Floral Association was recently formed in Des Moines,
Iowa. For infarmaHon: (515) 226-9225.
Concord 'Vo-tech—one course in
the spring and one in the fall in
the Certificate Program in Ixind
scape Design. This is his third
year; he has about three to go. In
a year or so, the program may
offer an associate's degree. ..but
that's not most important: it's
just "good to know what you're
talking about."
.And while he's doing these things,
his business is growing in it^
steady, slep-by-step way. There's
nothing llashy about it, but Black
Forest Nursen- will probably be
around for a long time. (B.P.)
For information, call Bob at Black
Forest Nursery & Garden Center in









Call the experts at Rough Brothers
for information and technical






Free-stan(jing poly arch houses
•Techlite glazing
Ro-Flo benches
Ebb & Flo benches
Distnbutors of:
• Alcoa Aluminur^ Fin Heating
• Healing antj ventilating equipment













The science oj sweeter soil
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Custom-Gwwn Specialty Crops For
Landscapers And Retail Greenhouses
WHOLESALE ONLY
GROWERS OF THE VERY BEST:










A quality^wholesale grower of shrubs,





\ L R i E R I E > INC
Newton Greenhouse




from 2 1/2" to 10" pots
Holiday, bedding plants, and dish gardens
year round snap, pot mums.
Gloxinias, and African violets
Licensed propagator
of New Guinea Impatients
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SPECIALIZING IN
Heath , . .Heather. . .Bearberry
.
Herbs...Seashore Plants...
















a division of Culbro Corf>oration
Find out more Write lor a Catalog or Conact
Sales Rep Doug Lentz at (617) 933^184
PO BOX 120, 90 SALMON BROOK STREET GRANBY, CT 06035
(203) 6534541
KRAUSLAND FARM, ROUTE 90. QUINCY, FLORIDA 32351
(904) 627-7501
FO BOX 1288 SANDY, OR 97055
(503) 668-8032
Wholesale Nursery Stock that looks good and sells well




NURSERY STOCK • ANNUALS
PERENNIALS
FERTILIZERS • INSECTICIDES
Distributors ofSentinel Foam Overwinter Blankets
CHARLES LAUGHTON PRESIDENT
lAMES SIMPSON NURSERY SALES
LAUGHTONS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL NURSERY
Tel. ] -800-633-0159
155-165 Princeton Blvd.
No. Chelmsford, MA 01863
'HE PlANTSMAN
GYPSY MOTH IN NEW HAMPSHIRE —1991
Dr. Siegfried Thewke
T he gypsy moth, Lymantria
dispar L, is native to Europe and
is a pest there as much as it is
in the United States. In 1868 or
1869, a Mr. L. Trouvelot living in
Medford, Massachusetts, imported
some eggs of this pest for pur-
poses of experimentation. There
was a small but active silk industn,'
in the country at the time and he
was using native silk moths in his
experiments. Historical records
show that either some eggs or
gypsy moth larvae were blown out
of the window of the room he was
experimenting in and escaped. He
informed the authorities of the
escape after trying to eradicate it
on his own. The stage was now set
for establishment of the gypsy
moth in the United States. Local
control commissions were estab-
lished to combat it in the New
England States and quarantines
were enacted to contain it. Ad-
vance of this pest was not to be
stopped however, primarily be-
cause of mass transportation of
people and goods. Today the GM
can be found throughout the
country with major concentrations
of it still in the northeast.
The most frequently asked
question about this pest when it
has been doing its work in an area
is, "when will the cycle end?"
People have noticed that there are
periods of concentrated activity by
the GM followed by periods of
relative inactivity. This does seem
to be the case, as our records
dating from 1934 to 1981 show
cycles occurring every 7 to 10
years. The present defoliation was
begun by GM survivors of the last
onslaught over ten years ago when
nearly 2 million acres were
affected. A general description of
how the cycle works is as follows:
survivors of the collapse or rapid
population decline build up their
numbers season by season.
Parasites, predators and diseases
also build up but at a slower rate,
not quite keeping up. As the GM
population approaches the 5th to
7th season, people begin to notice
the pest is back again. By this
time the GM population is quite
large and considerable acreages
are being affected. I^rge numbers
of caterpillars competing for the
same food source create a stress
situation. As caterpillars become
stressed, biological control agents
begin to take their toll. Ultimately
the GM population collapses and is
again reduced to a very low level -
to begin again.
Control of GM can be accom-
plished by use of biological and/
or chemical insecticides/agents.
Many times members of the public
have complained that no birds or
insects are being used to help kill
this defoliator. This is clearly not
the case at all. After the GM was
introduced into the United States,
a massive foreign exploration
program was instituted in 1905 to
look for and send to the United
States organisms that kill this pest.
Between 1905 and 1914, two
species of parasitic flies and four
species of parasitic wasps were
found and are now established and
working in this countn,-. In 1922-
1923 two additional species of
parasitic flies were imported.
During the last 25 years, over
211,000 individuals of approxi-
mately 78 species have been
imported as agents against the
gypsy moth. Gypsy moth cater-
pillars are also subject to attack by
various diseases. One of these is
known as "wilt" and is a virus
quite specific to this pest. One can
see this virus in action by looking
for GM caterpillars hanging in an
inverted "X^ posture, attached to
vertical surfaces or from under
tree branches or twigs. These
[
break open when touched or I
AU
jostled and release a brown liquid
which contains more of the virus.
Fungi also play a part in control.
Kntomophaga niaimaiaa is a fun-
gus that had been imported into
the country many years ago, but
had not been seen working until
two to three years ago. This fun-
gus—along with the virus—was
responsible for the great reduction
of GM in North Conway/Conway
in 1990. Parasites, predators and
diseases take quite a toll of the
g>'psy moth. The work of these
agents is not always seen by many
people but certainly is important in
the control of this pest.
The gypsy moth defoliated
approximately 133,000 acres in
1990. Defoliation in New Hamp-
shire in 1991 extends from Wolfe-
boro to Alton, over to Plymouth,
and from Holdemess down the
center of the state through
Concord to Manchester and Nash-
ua. Part of the defoliation also
goes over to Hillsborough. There
are other pockets of defoliation,
mostly extending eastward toward
the coast. Most of the defoliation
however, is in the central portion
of the state. The extent of the
defoliation for 1991 will not be
known until survey flights and
mapping have been completed.
Dr. Siegfried E. Thewke is State
Entomologist for the New Hamp-
shire Department of Agriculture.
He's Director of the Division of
Plant Industry, State Lab. Bldg.,
1Mb. D. Hazen Drive, Concord,
NH 03301: telephone (603)
271-2561. ^
Contact your local newspaper
to run a press release
on the theme
'Fall is for Planting."
A pess release is
informative
to the public and it's always
good to have your name
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MANAGING IN AN UP-CYCLE
William J. Martin
N,ormally. as a banker, I am
called upon for help and advice in
rough business times. A more
important time to review and
address management decisions is
the period of an up-cycle. In the
times of tight cash flow, many
decisions are forced upon us by
the need to survive. In the period
of an up-cycle, management has
the ability to make discretionary
investments. These decisions may
adjust for past errors in capital
investment, allow for improved
efficiency, or allow for investment
in expansion or retirement.
To identify if your sector is in an
up-cycle, I will define an up-cycle
as: "a period when income ex-
ceeds expenses by at least 25% and
managers are faced with paying
income taxes." To manage success-
fully in an up-cycle, de-cisions
should coincide with an overall
business and family plan.
In the development of a plan, you
begin by identifying business and
personal goals. A statement of
goals will help provide a direction
for decisions. The development of
a business or strategic plan can be
done during any cycle.
In this article 1 will address
those items that are especially
important for an up-cycle. These
concepts can be represented by
an important checkUst to main-
tain discipline in operating your
business.
First, a general rule of solving
three "needs" for every "want" is
In the times of tight cash
flow, many decisions are
forced upon us
by the need to survive.
In the period of an up-cycle,




may adjust for past errors
incapital investment,
allow for improved efficiency,
or allow for investment in
expansion or retirement
often suggested by our con-
sultants. A "need" is frequently an
item that you identified during
a down-cycle, but could not af-
ford. Now is the time to rank
these needs and put them into
action. Examples of needs are
replacing boilers and irrigation
systems, improving or replacing
greenhouses, etc. Then create a
wish list of "wants" that would
include items such as a new car,
an expansion greenhouse, or a
new computer system. We can
now follow the general rule of im-
plementing three needs for every
want.
Secondly, do not compromise or
reduce your business standards.
Frequently during a down-cycle,
improvements in production and
labor efficiency are made. As
profits improve, 1 occasionally see
these high standards for product
quality and productivity drop;
when management standards drop,
so does employee delivery.
Thirdly, remember the "but-what-
ifs". Most business decisions
do not fail to achieve their goals if
the assumptions used in the
decision process remain constant.
(The reason most decisions fail is
that the assumptions on which
they're based have changed.)
Testing for the "but-what-ifs" is
done by adjusting some of
these assumptions. Some exam-
ples would be "but what iT the
price of oil changes 35 cents per
gallon, the new purchase can
only do 75% of what's advertised,
prices received drop by 15%, or
interest rates change by 3%. The
use of the "but-what-ifs" test a
decision for its sensitivity to
changes in the assumptions used
in making it. A solid decision can
take into account some of these
changes.
F"ourthly, now is the time to be
sure the business is in balance.
To survive a down-cycle, some
corners were cut and improve-
ments delayed. Examples of items
out of balance might be inade-
quate fuel storage, worn-out de-
livery fleet, inadequate working
capital, inadequate labor to allow
PRUNERS LADDERS . FORKLIFTS PUMPS
ROUTE 116, P.O. BOX 540
CONWAY, MA 01341
413-369-4335
For Friendly, Courteous, Efficent, Technical Service
CALL US AT 1-800-634-5557 FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGS
HOSE TANKS REELS MOWERS > SAFETY EQUIPMENT
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continued from page 25
time to develop employees, and inadequate time
spent by man-agement on developing business plans.
Fifth, maintain a reserve. In an up-cycle, some-times
business managers and bankers tend to stretch too
far. In the 1970's. this was mitigated by inflation
allowing for repayment of business decisions with
cheap dollars. In 1990, with low inflation, repayment
of debts is with more constant dollars. Now the
value of having a reserve is higher. This may mean
paying some income taxes. Challenges such as fire,
wind, and down-cycles occur; so one of the essential
steps in managing in an up-cycle is to save.
These five steps for managing in an up-cycle are just
some of the ideas that can be obtained from our
consulting department. To set up a consulting visit,
contact your local Farm Credit Service Branch. In
closing, I remember the statement that "Businesses
do not plan to fail, they fail to plan".
William J. Martin majored in Animal Science and
Agricultural Economics at Cornell and graduated
from there in 1975. He's worked with agricultural
loans since then, working with the Farm Credit
System as Loan Officer and Tax Specialist since
1980. Bill's currently Branch Manager of the Bedford,
NH, office of Southern New England Earm Credit,
ACA. Ear information or advice, write him at 2
Constitution Drive, Bedford, NH 03102, or call him
at (603) 472-3554. •>*
WINDING BROOK TURF FARM, INC.
Quality Bluegrass Sod
Connecticut's Largest - est. 1959
Deliveries Made Daily throughout MA,
CT, Rl, Eastern NY, Southern NH and
ME
100% of Deliveries made with Sod
Handler
Palletized Sod - 504 sq. ft.




Farm Location: Intersection Rtes. Ill
Kennebunk




y'p><^nN "Oiir goal, quality
Our strength, our employees"














• Grounds Maintenance Chemicals
1 (800) 326-HART
FAST, COURTEOUS SERVICE
The Chas. C. Hart Seed Co.
RO. BOX 9169





A New Elm for New Hampshire?
Adapted from an article by A.M.
Townsend, LR. Schreiber. W.O.
Masters, and S.E. Bentz: U.S.
Department of Agriculture. Agri-
cultural Research Service, U.S.
National Arboretum, Washington,
DC 20002. (This article originally
appeared in HortSc-ience, Vol. 26
(]), January 1991.)
l-> 1ms are excellent trees. Un-
fonunately. both Dutch elm dis-
ease, caused by Ceratocystis ulmi.
and the elm leal beetle iXan-
thogaleruca luteola ) restrict the
extensive use of unimproved elms.
'Prospector' elm (Ulmus wison-
iana) was released because of its
insect and disease resistance, vase-
shaped crown, intermediate size,
and widespread adaptability.
Origin
'Prospector' elm (NA 55398, PI
536050) is a seedling selection of
Ulmus wilsoniana grown from a
seedlot of unknown origin. Two-
year-old seedlings were planted
about 1965 in Delaware, Ohio, and
in 1980. one tree ('Prospector')
was selected for more intensive
evaluation. It was propagated by
softwood coittings and, along with
ramets from several other clones,
was established in 1982 in nursen'
beds in a randomized block, splii-
plot design.
Inoculations were made on 'Pros-
pector' and the other elm clones in
the beds on May 29, June 28, and
July 24. 1984. These inoculations
were made with a mixed suspen-
sion (1.4 X 10 6 spores/ ml) of ag-
gressive and nonaggressive iso-
lates of C. ulmi. Comparison of
disease symptom expression 4
weeks after inoculation showed
'Prospector' to have greater re-
sistance than Standard Resistant
Clone No. 1. CPhe latter clone has
proved to be resistant to both
aggressive and nonaggressive
strains of the fungus in previous
studies.) 'Prospector' also has been
found to be resistant to the elm
leaf beetle.
Elm yellows is an often-lethal elm
disease probably caused by micro-
plasma like organisms. Kim species
of European or Asian origin are
tolerant or immune to this disease.
Based on its Asiatic origin and its
apparent field resistance when
grown among infected American
elms at Delaware, Ohio, 'Pros-
pector' can be expected to express
tolerance to natural infections of
elm yellows.
Description
'Prospector' elm has a vase-shaped
crown similar to that of the Amer-
ican elm, but becomes pendulous
at a much lower height. One-
year-old rooted cuttings planted at
Delaware, Ohio, in April. 1980,
showed an average height and
crown spread of 7.0 m and 6.4 m,
respectively, in September, 1989.
Branch angles average 5?> degrees,
and range from 28 to 63. The
canopy is dense, with large oblong-
ovate leaves. Newly expanding
leaves are an orange-red, but
gradually darken to a yellow-green
and finally to a green. The un-
derside of mature leaves is a
yellow-green; leaf color in the
autumn is yellow. Branches, buds,
bark, and fruit are typical for the
species.
Adaptability trials in the northern
United States have shown 'Pros-
pector' to be cold hardy, with no
injur\' after three years in St. Paul,
Minn. It has also been successfully
grown in Maryland. California. Il-
linois. Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Tennessee, and Virginia without
heat, drought, or cold injur>'. It
can be considered to be adaptable
in U.S. Department of Agriculture
zones 4-7.
'Prospector' elm should make aii
excellent tree for streets, lawns,
highways, and parks. Its small to
intermediate size makes it useful
for planting under power lines.
'Prospector' is easily propagated
from softwood cuttings, taken in
the spring or early summer, dip-
ped in 0.8% IBA, and placed under
intermittent mist in a mbclure of 1
peat:l perlite. or a similar medium.
Rooting should occur within four
weeks.
Availabilit>' .
The U.S. Department of Agri-
culture released this cultivar in
1990. Several wholesale nursen.'-
men are propagating and growing
liners of this new cultivar for
future sale. Among them are I^ke
Countv Nursen,' Exchange, Perry,
OH (telephone: 216-2,59-5571); Bur-
gaw Creek Nurser\', Burgaw, NC
28425; and J. Prank Smith Nurs-




for key sale items.
Customers begin to
frequent these sales islands




to display hardy mums
and flowering kale.
Be sure the planting ideas
utilize pots you have in
inventory and
utilize multiple plants.
Price plants in multiples that
relate to planting ideas.
It is a fact
that signage can
increase sales 30-40%.







GREENHOUSES i GARDEN CENTER
NEWPORT. NEW HAMPSHIRE
TELEPHONE 6O3S63 10a9
OPEN ALL YEAR AROUND





Providing all your irrigation needs
Design services also available.
180 Zachary Rd.
Unit # 3 v^'
Manchester, NH 03101
(603) 622-8825
1-800-558-9888 in NH only
SVN\\\\\\\\\\V\^\\\^
71 Buriinmon, Street. Woburn. MA 01801
(617) 933-9815
Woburn, MA
foliage holidays hanging plant
>J|^^^ heckling plants hardy imtms
BrXLER
Agncidlural Insurance Specialists Since 1967







75 CHESTNUT HILL, RTE. 190
STAFFORD SPRINGS, CT 06076
W. H. MILIKOWSKI, INC.
GREENHOUSE SUPPLIES& EQiJIPMENT
PLANTS BULBS SEEDS




TREES • EVERGREENS • SHRUBS
COLORADO SPRUCES












Located at junction of routes 22 & 1 1
4
Gorham, Maine 04038
Phone (207)839-4262 or 839-6364
Fax 207-839-2290
We specialize in growing specimen plant materials
Hartford, Connecticut














3 Since 1910,we hiave
-^ worked to aid ttie
*%ti» growerard nurseryman
wltti quality products. In stock
and ready for Immediate
sh^^ment.
You Deserve the Best . . . You'll get It at Dayton Bag A Burlapl
1-800-543-3400
YOUR FULL SERVICE WHOLESALE
and RETAIL GARDEN CENTER
CaiC or visit our convenient (ocation to
see our compfete stocHi of these fint products:
Annuals, Perennials and Nursery Stock
Scotts' Lawn Pro Authorized Dealer
Ortho • Ames Tools
Country Pride Compost Products
•>
.
Featuring Seasonal and Holiday
Plants and Accessories
Route 16, Osslpeo, N.H. 03864
603-539-5995
Hours 8-5 7 Days
Featuring 'NH Gold' Forsythia
The best of the new, hardy forsythias
developed here by Paul Joly.
Several sizes available.
Rooted Cuttings -- Potted Liners
of other hard-to-find shrubs and trees.
Send for a catalog.








Lab 2 hrs to be arranged
Hr259C
Pest Management Weeds
(First 7 weeks only)




(Second 7 weeks only)












2cr. lecture M 11-12
Lab Th 10-12
AM 261 Small Engines
3 cr. lecture F 9-10
Ub 3 hrs. to be arranged
LANDSCAPE AND HORTICULTURAL COURSES
OFFERED TfflS FALL
This is a partial listing of horticultural courses offered
this fall at the UNH
Thompson School. Some courses may have prerequisites (courses or experi-
ence) Additionalcoursesareoffered atUNH in Plant Biology, Lntomology, and
other departments. This fall semester runs from September 4 to
December lo,
1991
You may enroll in these courses by phoning the Division of
Continuing
EducaUon (DCE) at (603)862-2015. Make sureyou get on their catalog mailing
For more information on course content, or on the new part-time Associates
Degree prof^ram, or on the Diploma in Landscape Horticulture, call the
Hort
Tech folks al (603)862-1035.
Hr247
Intro, to Woodv Plants
2cr. Lecture W 10-11
Lab M 1-3 or F 1-3
Hr248
Applied Soil Technology
3 cr. lecture MF 10-11
UbTh 10-12 or Th 1-3
Hr249
Introductory Floral Design
(First 7 weeks only)
2cr. T/Th 3:10 -6:00
Hr251
Plant Structure and Function
4 cr. Lecture
MWI^Ml-12

































Demers Nursery & Garden Center




Garden of Eves Greenhouse
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